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Abstract 

A newly developed tribochemical model based on thermodynamics of interfaces and kinetics 

of tribochemical reactions is implemented in a contact mechanics simulation and the results 

are validated against experimental results. The model considers both mechanical and thermal 

activation of tribochemical reactions instead of former thermal activation theories. The model 

considers tribofilm removal and is able to capture the tribofilm behaviour during the 

experiment. The aim of this work is to implement tribochemistry into deterministic modelling 

of boundary lubrication and study the effect of tribofilms in reducing friction or wear. A new 

contact mechanics model considering normal and tangential forces in boundary lubrication is 

developed for two real rough steel surfaces. The model is developed for real tribological 

systems and is flexible to different laboratory experiments. Tribochemistry (e.g. tribofilm 

formation and removal) and also mechanical properties are considered in this model. The 

amount of wear is calculated using a modified Archard’s wear equation accounting for local 

tribofilm thickness and its mechanical properties. This model can be used for monitoring the 

tribofilm growth on rough surfaces and also the real time surface roughness as well as 

changes in the そ ratio. This model enables the observation of in-situ tribofilm thickness and 

surface coverage and helps in better understanding the real mechanisms of wear.  
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Nomenclature 

Parameter Description Parameter Description 喧 Normal pressure (Pa) 系怠┸ 系態┸ 畦怠 Tribofilm formation constants 撃茅 Complementary potential energy 

(J) 

継捗茅 Tribofilm elastic modulus (Pa) 憲博佃┸ 憲掴┸ 憲槻┸ 憲佃 Surface deformations (m) 継待捗茅  Threshold elastic modulus (Pa) 憲博佃茅 Surfaces prescribed deformation 

(m) 

茎待 Tribofilm threshold hardness (Pa) 継怠┸ 継態┸ 継茅┸ 罫茅 Elastic and shear modulus (Pa) 茎 Tribofilm hardness (Pa) 圏┸ 圏掴┸ 圏槻 Tangential pressure (Pa) 計 Dimensionless Archard wear 

constant 懸怠┸ 懸態 Poison ratio 系頚激痛追 AヴIｴ;ヴSげゲ ┘W;ヴ IﾗWaaｷIｷWﾐデ aﾗヴ 
tribofilm 系賃鎮 Coefficient matrices 系頚激鎚痛勅勅鎮 AヴIｴ;ヴSげゲ ┘W;ヴ IﾗWaaｷIｷWﾐデ aﾗヴ ゲデWWﾉ 

a, b Discretised area length (m) 系頚激陳沈津 AヴIｴ;ヴSげゲ ┘W;ヴ IﾗWaaｷIｷWﾐデ aﾗヴ 
steady state tribofilm 

t Time (s)   倦痛追沈長墜貸痛朕勅追陳墜 Tribochemical reaction rate 

constant (嫌貸怠岻 

  倦痛朕勅追陳墜 Thermal reaction rate constant 

(嫌貸怠岻 

  捲痛追沈長墜 Tribo-activation reaction factor   捲痛朕勅追陳墜 Thermal activation reaction 

factor 

  倦怠 Boltzmann constant 

(兼態倦訣嫌貸態倦貸怠岻 

  

T Temperature (k)   月嫗 Pﾉ;ﾐIﾆげゲ constant (兼態倦訣嫌貸怠岻   弘継 Activation energy (J)   

R Gas universal constant 

(蛍兼剣健倦貸怠岻 

  

A, B, C Chemical concentrations (mol)   月陳銚掴 Maximum film thickness due to 

formation 

  月 Tribofilm thickness   系戴┸ 系替 Removal constants   
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1. Introduction 

Boundary lubrication is the lubrication regime where the interface behaviour is dominated by 

chemical reactions that happen at the surfaces, tribofilm formation occurs, and the load is 

carried by the asperities. In the boundary lubrication regime the asperity-to-asperity contacts 

(Figure 1) may lead to elastic or plastic deformation or even fracture and can generate 

frictional heat which will be accompanied by chemical reactions to produce organic and 

inorganic surface films. A wide range of studies regarding many aspects of tribofilm 

formation and removal and their roles in reducing friction and wear have been conducted 

[1,2]. 

The effectiveness of boundary lubrication has been considered for a long time as a necessity 

for modern designs of machines with reliable operations. Because of the need for more 

energy efficiency, availability of new materials and machine part downsizing, the need for 

understanding true interactions in this regime is of great importance. The boundary 

lubrication regime has been the subject of many studies for more than 70 years [3,4] and the 

majority of these studies are experimental investigations into the nature of what happens in 

this regime. Many of the studies cover the boundary film chemical [5,6], physical and 

mechanical properties [7-11] and their effects on wear and friction reduction. The subject of 

many works has been to investigate different kinds of additives in oils and their effects on 

various aspects of tribological performance [1,2,12]. As the boundary lubrication regime is 

mainly related to interactions of two surfaces and the additive containing oils between them, 

the analytical studies of surfaces including topography measurements, chemical analyses, 

mechanical and physical studies are considerable. All these experiments give good insight 

into different chemical and physical characteristics covering various aspects of boundary 

lubrication systems.  

It is clear from the wealth of experimental literature in this area that the nature of the 

phenomena happening in this regime is very complicated. Studying the entire problem needs 

a multiscale understanding ranging from component scale down to the micro-scale and also 

molecular interactions of films and lubricant additives. Experimentation across such scales is 

challenging and hence it is important to complement such studies with the ability to predict 

the friction and wear of a working system without running experiments. It is also important to 

analyse the system and optimise its performance in order to design cost effective 

experiments. Many modelling attempts have been made in the past years but a comprehensive 
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multiscale model of boundary lubrication considering tribochemistry phenomena in order to 

predict friction and wear of the system is still lacking. 

Sullivan [13] developed a model for oxidational wear under boundary lubrication. He 

proposed a mathematical model which relates the wear to applied load and pressure and 

involves many other factors that together can be assumed as Archard’s wear equation 

coefficient. However there is no detailed contact mechanics in this model. Stolarski [14] 

developed a model for wear prediction in boundary lubricated contacts both in dry and 

lubricated contact between sliding surfaces. He used statistical models and probability 

functions to predict the asperity-asperity contact, determining the probability of elastic or 

plastic contact and thus calculating the wear. That approach used the Greenwood and 

Williamson model of contact mechanics [15]. Zhang et al [16] derived a model for micro 

contacts. The deformation of asperities in this model can be elastic, elasto-plastic or even 

fully plastic and the possibility of contacts are determined by a contact probability equation. 

They used the Jaeger equation [17] over the contact area in order to calculate the asperity 

flash temperature. Classical wear theories were used for calculating the probability of contact 

covered by oxide layer and also probability of contact covered by physically and chemically 

adsorbed layers were studied. 

Recently, Bosman et al. [18] proposed a numerical model for mild wear prediction under 

boundary lubrication systems. They assumed that the main mechanisms that protect the 

boundary lubricated system are the chemically reacted layers and when these layers are worn 

off, the system will restore the balance and the substrate will react with the oil to produce a 

tribofilm. They also proposed a transition from mild wear to more severe wear by making a 

complete wear map. Hegadekatte et al. [19] developed a multi-time-scale model for wear 

prediction. They used commercial codes for determining their contact pressure and 

deformations and then used Archard’s wear equation for calculating wear. Anderson et al. 

[20] used a wear model and implemented FFT based contact mechanics simulations to 

calculate contact pressure and deformations. 

Another recent work by Anderson et al. [21] used contact mechanics of rough surfaces 

considering the tribofilm properties and also the tribofilm formation and growth. They used 

an Arrhenius equation for the tribofilm growth and Archard’s wear equation for wear 

predictions. The novelty of this work was considering the tribofilm and also film formation 

rate during the time. The film formation was following an exponential formulation based on 
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Arrhenius equation. The model was based on contact pressure and flash temperature and 

these parameters were responsible for tribofilm growth. They calibrated their tribofilm 

equation at the local scale and calculated the average tribofilm at the global scale. The model 

considered the tribofilm thickness and the hardness variation through the film but did not 

consider the elastic properties of the tribofilm. They used a simple form of Archard’s wear 

equation and calibrated the equation based on experimental results. The work presented here 

was considered as a modification to that work but there are several improvements in this 

model that are highlighted in the paper.  

Despite the important role tribochemistry plays in the behaviour of tribosystems, there is no 

comprehensive modelling framework that considers tribochemistry in boundary lubrication. 

The main aim of this work is therefore to build such a framework to implement 

tribochemistry into boundary lubrication modelling that can predict friction and wear of the 

system with respect to the effect of the tribofilm.  

The importance of tribofilms and an attempt to find the true mechanisms involved in reducing 

wear and friction will be studied in this work. The model was built in a way that it would be 

flexible for various working conditions and different real tribosystems as well as different 

additives and their concentrations.     

2. Components of the model 

To study the contact of real rough surfaces, digitized rough surfaces are important inputs of 

all numerical studies. These digitized surfaces can be either generated mathematically or can 

be obtained from surface measurement instruments like Atomic Force Microscope.  

In this work rough surfaces are generated using the method proposed by Tonder et al. [22] 

using digital filters. These two rough surfaces are in contact with each other and the results 

are contact pressures and surface deformation in interfaces. 

The main components of the model are contact mechanics, tribofilm model and wear which 

are now discussed. 

2.1. Contact Mechanics 

There have been many attempts at simulating the contact of rough surfaces in contact 

mechanics [23-35]. The contact mechanics model developed by Tian and Bhushan [36] 

which considers the complementary potential energy will be used in this work. By applying 
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the Boussinesq method and relating the contact pressures to surface deformations, the 

problem would be to solve the contact mechanics only for finding contact pressures at each 

node and then the related contact deformations can be calculated. For this model, surfaces 

should be discretised into small nodes and it is assumed that the nodes are small enough and 

the contact pressure is constant at each node. 

The problem is to minimize the complementary potential energy as follows: 

撃茅 噺 なに 秒 喧憲佃博博博 穴捲穴検 伐 秒 喧 憲佃茅博博博 穴捲穴検               岫な岻 

where 喧 is the contact pressure and 撃茅, 憲佃博博博 and 憲佃茅博博博 are complementary potential energy, 

surface deformation and prescribed displacement respectively. 

The Boussinesq solution for relating contact pressure and surface deformation usually 

considers only normal forces and the solution is: 

憲岫捲怠┸ 捲態岻 噺 な講継茅 秒 喧岫嫌怠┸ 嫌態岻紐岫捲怠 伐 嫌怠岻態 髪 岫捲態 伐 嫌態岻態 穴嫌怠穴嫌態著
貸著                    岫に岻 

in which 継茅 is the composite elastic modulus of two surfaces. There are few works 

considering both normal forces and tangential forces and the majority of them use combined 

FEM and BEM to capture the effect of tangential forces on surface deformation. 

The Basic Boundary Equation for the elastic half space is well known as: 

憲岫捲怠┸ 捲態岻 噺 怠訂帳茅 官 椎岫鎚迭┸鎚鉄岻紐岫掴迭貸鎚迭岻鉄袋岫掴鉄貸鎚鉄岻鉄 穴嫌怠穴嫌態著貸著 髪 怠訂弔茅 官 槌岫鎚迭┸鎚鉄岻岫掴迭貸鎚迭岻岫掴迭貸鎚迭岻鉄袋岫掴鉄貸鎚鉄岻鉄 穴嫌怠穴嫌態著貸著           (3) 

This equation expresses the relation of 憲佃 (surface deformation) with normal force and 

tangential force in one direction. In which, 継茅and 罫茅 are the composite Young’s and shear 

modulus of the surfaces and are calculated from: 

怠帳茅 噺 盤怠貸程迭鉄匪帳迭 髪 盤怠貸程鉄鉄匪帳鉄                                            (4) 

怠弔茅 噺 岫怠袋程迭岻岫怠貸態程迭岻態帳迭 伐 岫怠袋程鉄岻岫怠貸態程鉄岻態帳鉄                       (5) 

Here, 荒怠, 荒態, 継怠 and 継態 are the Poisson’s ratio and Elastic Modulus of surfaces 1 and 2 

respectively. In the equation (3), 圏 is the tangential or shear load. 
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For solving the double integrals of equation (3) the surfaces should be discretised into small 

nodes. To solve the integral equation for the discretised surfaces the integral equations should 

be discretised first: 

 岫憲佃博博博岻鎮 噺 な講継茅 秒 喧岫捲嫗┸ 検嫗岻穴捲嫗穴検嫗紐岫捲嫗 伐 捲岻態 髪 岫検嫗 伐 検岻態 

髪 な講罫茅 秒 圏岫嫌怠┸ 嫌態岻岫捲怠 伐 嫌怠岻岫捲怠 伐 嫌怠岻態 髪 岫捲態 伐 嫌態岻態 穴嫌怠穴嫌態著
貸著 噺  な講継茅 布 秒 穴捲嫗穴検嫗紐岫捲嫗 伐 捲岻態 髪 岫検嫗 伐 検岻態 喧賃   暢

賃退怠髪 な講罫茅 布 秒 岫捲怠 伐 嫌怠岻岫捲怠 伐 嫌怠岻態 髪 岫捲態 伐 嫌態岻態 航喧賃暢
賃退怠 噺 布 系賃鎮喧賃暢

賃退怠  

It is assumed that the nodes are small enough for the pressure to be constant at the centre of 

each node. 系賃鎮 is the influence matrix and is calculated by solving the double integral: 

 系賃鎮 噺 な講継茅 秒 穴嫌怠穴嫌態紐岫捲怠 伐 嫌怠岻態 髪 岫捲態 伐 嫌態岻態著
貸著 髪 航講罫茅 秒 岫捲怠 伐 嫌怠岻岫捲怠 伐 嫌怠岻態 髪 岫捲態 伐 嫌態岻態 穴嫌怠穴嫌態著

貸著  

The solution for the influence matrix in discretised form is as follows: 

 系賃鎮 噺 な講継茅 班岫捲 髪 欠岻 ln 煩岫検 髪 決岻 髪 紐岫検 髪 決岻態 髪 岫捲 髪 欠岻態岫検 伐 決岻 髪 紐岫検 伐 決岻態 髪 岫捲 髪 欠岻態晩
髪 岫検 髪 決岻 ln 煩岫捲 髪 欠岻 髪 紐岫検 髪 決岻態 髪 岫捲 髪 欠岻態岫捲 伐 欠岻 髪 紐岫検 髪 決岻態 髪 岫捲 伐 欠岻態晩
髪 岫捲 伐 欠岻 ln 煩岫検 伐 決岻 髪 紐岫検 伐 決岻態 髪 岫捲 伐 欠岻態岫検 髪 決岻 髪 紐岫検 髪 決岻態 髪 岫捲 伐 欠岻態晩
髪 岫検 伐 決岻 ln 煩岫捲 伐 欠岻 髪 紐岫検 伐 決岻態 髪 岫捲 伐 欠岻態岫捲 髪 欠岻 髪 紐岫検 伐 決岻態 髪 岫捲 髪 欠岻態晩藩 髪 

                                              

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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航講罫茅 班岫検 髪 決岻健券 煩紐岫検 髪 決岻態 髪 岫捲 髪 欠岻態紐岫検 髪 決岻態 髪 岫捲 伐 欠岻態晩  髪 岫検 伐 決岻健券 煩紐岫検 伐 決岻態 髪 岫捲 伐 欠岻態紐岫検 伐 決岻態 髪 岫捲 髪 欠岻態晩
髪 岫捲 髪 欠岻 釆tan貸怠 検 髪 決捲 髪 欠 伐 tan貸怠 検 伐 決捲 髪 欠挽
髪 岫捲 伐 欠岻 釆tan貸怠 検 伐 決捲 伐 欠 伐 tan貸怠 検 髪 決捲 伐 欠挽藩 

in which a and b are the half-length of each small node and 航 is the coefficient of friction. 

Equation (1) describes the potential energy for a frictionless contact and the normal force is 

the only force applied on the surfaces. The potential equation for a frictional contact would be 

modified to the form below: 

撃茅 噺 なに 秒 建 憲博 穴捲穴検 伐 秒 建 憲茅博博博 穴捲穴検                       岫ひ岻 

In which t is the full surface pressure vector including the in-plane tractions and u is the full 

surface deformation. 建 噺 圏掴結掴 髪 圏槻結槻 髪 喧結佃                   (10) 憲 噺 憲掴結掴 髪 憲槻結槻 髪 憲佃結佃                    岫なな岻 圏掴 and 圏槻 are the in-plane traction forces. Equations 3-8 are based on the assumption that 圏掴 噺 ど in the equation (10). 

By applying the same discretising procedure, the Boussinesq solution for the fully coupled 

deformation-traction relationship can be expressed as: 

憲掴賃 噺 布盤系賃鎮掴掴圏掴鎮 髪 系賃鎮掴槻圏槻鎮 髪 系賃鎮掴佃喧匪暢
鎮退怠  

憲槻賃 噺 布盤系賃鎮槻掴圏掴鎮 髪 系賃鎮槻槻圏槻鎮 髪 系賃鎮槻佃喧匪暢
鎮退怠                       岫なに岻 

憲佃賃 噺 布岫系賃鎮佃掴圏掴鎮 髪 系賃鎮佃槻圏槻鎮 髪 系賃鎮佃佃喧岻暢
鎮退怠  

In the matrix form: 
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煩憲掴憲槻憲佃 晩 噺 煩系掴掴 系掴槻 系掴佃系槻掴 系槻槻 系槻佃系佃掴 系佃槻 系佃佃晩 煩圏掴圏槻喧 晩                                  岫なぬ岻 

The elements of the influence matrix can be obtained from the complete solution of the 

Boussinesq problem. The solution for the above equation is mentioned in the appendix 1. 

Then the problem would be minimizing the potential energy for the fully coupled contact. 

The solution procedure is the same as frictionless contact and can be carried out by direct 

quadratic mathematical solution [36,55]. 

Solving the quadratic form of energy for 3D problem increases the computation time by 

several times and it has been examined by the authors that in the case of two similar materials 

it does not affect the true contact pressures significantly. Therefore the complementary 

potential solution was carried out only considering the normal load using the solution 

reported by Tian et al [36]. For the case of two identical materials in contact, the equivalent 

shear modulus of equation (5) becomes zero and the equation (3) reduces to equation (2). As 

the current study considers the contact of two similar materials, only the equation (2) and the 

discretized form of that equation which is the first part of equation (8) have been used for this 

first analysis. 

It is assumed that two rough surfaces come into contact; one of the surfaces enters the contact 

with the other surface from one side and exits the contact on the opposite side (Figure 2). 

Both surfaces have speed and their speed difference depends on the slide-roll ratio of the 

systems. This process of two rough surfaces coming into contact is repeated to the end of the 

simulation. Therefore a rolling sliding motion can be easily modelled by this contact 

mechanics simulation. It should be noted that the contact mechanics model in this work is 

quasi-static. 

The model is developed for a rolling sliding ball on ring experiment and all the 

configurations corresponding to real tribosystems are embedded into the model. The 

flexibility of the model to be adapted to various experiments has been examined by the author 

and the comparison between different experiments such as reciprocating and rotary ball on 

disc would be studied in future work. 
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2.2. Tribofilm model development 

 

Friction is an irreversible process due to energy dissipation at interfaces which is a non-

equilibrium process and should be studied using non-equilibrium thermodynamics [37-42].  

Many results show that not only the flash temperature but also the entropy changes at 

interfaces are very important in tribochemical reactions. Hence the tribochemical reaction and 

the tribochemical film growth models should consider entropy and the factors affecting the 

entropy of the system. The concept of thermodynamics in the tribosystems has been the 

subject of many recent studies. There are some attempts to model tribofilm growth based 

on temperature dependency of tribochemical reactions [21] and also diffusion-reaction 

mechanisms [54]. Attempts were made to relate tribochemical reactions to non-equilibrium 

thermodynamics and changes in the entropy of the system. 

It has been reported that the mechanical stress can play a significant role in inducing the 

tribochemical reactions. It is assumed that tribochemical reactions follow reaction theory 

but these reactions are activated not only by temperature but also by mechanical rubbing 

[43, 44, 56]. The current model is developed in a way that considers flash temperature as a 

parameter responsible for the formation but more importantly is the term 捲痛追沈長墜 which is 

responsible for the mechanical activation of chemical compounds. 

The proposed model is based on the Bulgarevich et al. [43,44] studies of tribochemical 

reactions. They used active collision theory and activated complex theory to describe the 

tribochemical reactions occurring in boundary lubrication. They stated that the induction 

force for the tribochemical reactions is mainly the mechanical rubbing or in other words the 

entropy change at interfaces not only the temperature. Therefore they suggested a formulation 

for rate of the reaction which is as follows: 倦痛追沈長墜貸痛朕勅追陳墜 噺 掴禰認日弐任掴禰廿賑認尿任 倦痛朕勅追陳墜          (14) 

倦痛朕勅追陳墜 噺 賃迭脹朕嫦 結捲喧 岾ッ帳眺脹峇                 (15) 

捲痛朕勅追陳墜 噺 結捲喧 岾ッ帳眺脹峇                   (16) 
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Here, 捲痛追沈長墜 and 捲痛朕勅追陳墜 are the effects of mechanoactivation and thermoactivation 

respectively. The terms 捲痛追沈長墜 and 捲痛朕勅追陳墜  can be interpreted as the role of 

mechanoactivation and thermoactivation in inducing the tribochemical reactions. 倦怠 and 月嫗 
are the Boltzmann and Plank’s constant and ッ継, R and T are activation energy, gas universal 

constant and the temperature respectively. By substituting expressions for 倦痛朕勅追陳墜 and 捲痛朕勅追陳墜 into equation (14) the tribochemical reaction rate follows equation (17): 

倦痛追沈長墜貸痛朕勅追陳墜 噺 賃迭脹朕嫦 捲痛追沈長墜                (17) 

The model in this work assumes that the tribofilm is a product of reaction between 

substrate and lubricant additives. It has been reported in the literature that the nature of 

such reactions are complicated [57, 58]. Because of this complexity, there is no clear picture 

of order of tribochemical reactions. It was assumed that the reaction is following a second 

order form and the results can be validated against experiments. 

Here it is assumed that if the substance A (e.g. lubricant additive) and substance B (e.g. steel 

surface) form the substance C (e.g. tribofilm) due to tribochemical reaction, the reaction rate 

can be expressed as: 

鳥寵鳥痛 噺 倦痛追沈長墜貸痛朕勅追陳墜 畦┻ 稽                 (18) 

In which A, B and C are the concentrations of substances A, B and C. It is assumed that the 

substance B is sufficient for the chemical reactions and only substance A is limiting the rate 

of reaction. When the tribofilm becomes thicker it will limit the tribochemical reaction due to 

limiting the amount of nascent surface for forming a tribofilm. Therefore by assuming a 

maximum film thickness for the tribofilm the dependence of substance A on the tribofilm 

thickness can be expressed as: 畦 噺 畦怠岫月陳銚掴 伐 月岻                     (19) 

By substituting equations (17,19) into equation (18) , the tribochemical reaction rate 

becomes: 穴系穴建 噺 倦痛追沈長墜貸痛朕勅追陳墜 畦怠岫月陳銚掴 伐 月岻 稽 

鳥寵鳥痛 噺 賃迭脹朕嫦 捲痛追沈長墜 ┻ 系怠┻ 岫月陳銚掴 伐 月岻             (20) 
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In this equation 系怠 is 畦怠稽. The tribochemical reaction rate can be related to film thickness by 

using a relation constant as bellow: 

鳥朕鳥痛 噺 賃迭脹朕嫦 捲痛追沈長墜 ┻ 系態┻ 岫月陳銚掴 伐 月岻             (21) 

Here 系態 includes 系怠 and another constant. 

By integrating this equation, the tribofilm thickness as a function of time can be given by: 

月 噺 月陳銚掴岫な 伐 結岾貸入迭畷廿嫦 ┻掴禰認日弐任┻痛峇岻              (22) 

It is noticeable that this equation is similar to Spike’s proposed model for ZDDP tribofilm 

growth based on the reported experimental results [45]. 

The difference between this model and other attempts for capturing tribofilm growth is the 

ability to have local properties of surfaces. 

The temperature used in this model is the temperature at asperities which is the summation of 

flash temperature and bulk temperature [46]. The Jaeger’s moving heat source analysis is 

used in this work and the flash temperature is calculated for the square heating area. The term 捲痛追沈長墜 is an indication of entropy change in the system due to mechanical rubbing. This term 

will be different for different applications and lubricant-substrate combinations and modifies 

the Arrhenius equation in a way that effect of mechanical activation of chemical compounds 

is being considered. It was reported by Bulgarevich et al [43, 44] that population of transition 

states of activated complex due to mechanical rubbing is much more than the thermal 

activated ones for the tribochemical reactions. They proposed simple formulations for the 

term 捲痛追沈長墜 for a single asperity- asperity contact. The aim of the proposed model in this work 

was to adapt this model to the large scale observations of tribosystems in order to enable this 

term to be defined based on experimental results. Therefore, the model is semi-analytical and 

the term 捲痛追沈長墜 can be calibrated from the in-situ tribofilm thickness measurements although 

it has the meaning as explained above. This term is responsible for the mechanical activation 

of the reactants and also rubbing effect on formation of the tribofilm. It can be a starting point 

to model tribofilm kinetics based on different parameters affecting the growth. The authors 

are currently investigating the effect of different parameters such as additive concentration on 

the term 捲痛追沈長墜.   
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A thorough investigation of the term 捲痛追沈長墜 for different systems is currently underway and 

will be reported in due course. Here the model is illustrated for ZDDP additive in base oil for 

the rubbing of steel on steel surfaces. 

The effect of tribofilm removal must also be considered in the model; it is assumed that the 

tribofilm both grows and is also partially removed in each time step. The wear model 

described in section 2.4 represents how the presence of a tribofilm modifies the local wear of 

the substrate. However the model does not predict the removal of the tribofilm itself.  

The authors suggest that the tribofilm is being removed and formed at the same time. The 

process of formation and removal of the tribofilm in combination, will lead to growth of the 

film on the substrate. It was also reported by Lin et al [59] that the tribofilm is formed and 

removed at the same time and the balance between the rate of formation and removal 

explains the behaviour of the system. A wide ranging of literature search suggests that a 

removal model was reported by Fujita-Spikes in [12]. In that work the removal was studied 

and an exponential form was proposed for the removal terms. The versatile exponential 

form of the removal occurs. The authors have tested different functions for capturing the 

whole behaviour of the tribofilm and the exponential one seems to cover the behaviour in 

all reported experimental cases. At this early stage there is no clear picture of the dominant 

removal process from the initial experiments. In the future work, authors intend to develop 

this model and use the numerical framework to investigate the effect of different 

parameters in the removal of the tribofilm. Removal plays an important role in the 

behaviour of tribosystems and the current model offers an insight into the removal 

processes and how these relate to wear of the system. 

 

Assuming that tribofilm removal also follows an exponential form, equation (23) is to  

月 噺 月陳銚掴 磐な 伐 結岾貸入迭畷廿嫦 ┻掴禰認日弐任┻痛峇卑 伐 系戴岫な 伐 結貸寵填痛岻     (23) 

in which 系戴and 系替 are removal constants. These removal terms were calibrated with 

experimental results and have been reported in table (1). It is shown in the figure (4) that the 

model fits well with the experimental data. The single points are the Spacer Layer 

Interferometry Method (SLIM) tribofilm thickness results and the line is the fitted model. The 
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fitting accuracy is shown in the figure (4) and the factors indicating the goodness of the 

fitting is included in the table (1).  

The comparison between tribofilm removal and substrate wear, and the ability to isolate each, 

can help to understand better the true mechanisms of wear. This investigation can help 

tribologists to relate tribofilm removal to wear of the system. The model is able to calculate 

tribofilm removal at any time steps and can help to monitor removal during the time. It can be 

used to compare tribofilm formation and removal rate at any time of the tribosystems runs. 

Studying the effect of different parameters on tribofilm removal can be carried out in this 

model which might be a starting point to model film removal based on different factors.  

This is the first attempt to fully capture the tribofilm growth (both formation and removal) in 

local scale which enables us to monitor the growth on global scale. The previous attempt by 

Andersson et al [21] showed a good behaviour for predicting tribofilm formation. The 

tribofilm removal was not considered in that work which is of great importance as suggested 

by the authors of the current article.  

The inhomogeneity of tribological systems has been considered with a great importance in 

the current work. The roughness of the surfaces will lead to inhomogeneous distribution of 

load and also temperature on the surfaces which will consequently result in different film 

formation and removal at different parts of the surfaces. It is directly implemented into the 

nature of the model that the tribofilm forms differently on different areas in the surface. 

This inhomogeneity in the local properties of rough surfaces will result in different wear 

behaviours. 

2.3. Tribofilm properties 

There are several works which study the mechanical properties of tribofilms formed in 

boundary lubricated contacts and many techniques are used to understand what behaviours 

lead to these properties [7-11]. They found that the properties of the tribofilm layers are 

dependent on applied loads and can be adapted to conditions. They also showed that the 

mechanical properties of tribofilms vary from surface to substrate. 

Mosey et al [47] developed a new theory for the functionality of ZDDP tribofilms at the 

molecular level. They suggested that pressure induced cross-linking is the reason for 

chemically connected networks and many experimentally validated behaviours of ZDDP can 

be explained by this theory. It was reported that the high pressure at the surface of the film 
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will lead to higher cross-linking and result in longer chain phosphates. The different 

mechanical properties of high and short chain polyphosphates were also reported in the work. 

The effect of the steel substrate in changing the nano-indentation results of tribofilm has 

been reported and different models for extracting the tribofilm properties were developed 

[7,48]. In this work the results reported for the mechanical properties of tribofilm based on 

those models has been used.  

Demmou et al [48] found that the pressure affects the elastic properties of the tribofilm and it 

will happen when the pressure exceeds a threshold amount of 茎待. So for contact pressures 

below 茎待 the elastic modulus is constant and after that it will change by variation of 

hardness. The linear function of this relation is given below: 

継捗茅 噺 帳肉轍茅張轍 茎                          (24) 

継捗茅 is the film reduced modulus and  継捗轍茅  is the constant elastic modulus before threshold 

pressure. 継捗轍茅 was almost the same for all temperatures and equal to 39罰4GPa. 茎待 was found 

to be dependent on temperature. 

In summary, the assumptions for the mechanical properties of the tribofilm are based on 

previous studies of ZDDP or ZDDP/MoDTC tribofilms properties. ZDDP tribofilms have a 

thickness of 50-150nm and the mechanical properties change from the surface to the bulk. 

The hardness at the surface is lower than the bulk hardness; as the penetration depth increases 

the hardness increases linearly [48,49].  

The value of surface tribofilm hardness and tribofilm hardness near the substrate can be 

obtained from experimental results but the variations can be assumed to be between 2 to 6 

GPa. In addition, elastic properties of the tribofilm also vary from the surface to the bulk and 

this variation is related to hardness variation of tribofilm as previously explained.  

Because of the limitations in the half space theory and the Boussinesq solution, 

implementation of varied elastic modulus for different local points is very complicated. 

Therefore a way of considering different elastic modulus value for different local points on 

the surface was suggested here in this work. The elastic modulus is the average of modulus of 

all local points on the surface and the amount is used in the Boussinesq formulation.  
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Considering the plastic deformation, a mathematical formulation should be used in order to 

consider the tribofilm hardness variations when the tribofilm deforms plastically. This model 

considers the two surfaces and their deformations and shows how the hardness is calculated 

in different deformation conditions. The model was developed by Andersson et.al [21] and a 

similar formulation but different procedure is used in this work. In the initial model a linear 

variation of hardness value from surface to bulk of the tribofilm have been considered. The 

tribofilm contributes to changes to the hardness of the layer because of its thickness. This 

hardness contributes to the elastic-plastic contact model and gives the plastic deformation 

in the system. The height of the tribofilm always follows the growth behaviour of the 

tribofilm in real systems and it changes both the hardness of local asperities and the plastic 

behaviour of the system. 

 

2.4. Wear modelling 

A modified version of Archard’s wear equation [50] was used in this work. When the contact 

pressures are calculated, it is a straightforward procedure to calculate the wear depth. The 

sliding speed and the time scale should be considered in implementing the wear equation. 

The pressure is assumed to be constant in each time step and the wear is calculated by 

Archard’s equation for each single asperity.  

So the resulting wear depth of the surfaces during each time step is calculated as: 

ッ月岫捲┸ 検岻 噺 懲張 ┻ 鶏岫捲┸ 検岻┻ ッ建┻ 懸               (25) 

in which H , K, P and 懸 are the material hardness, dimensionless Archard’s coefficient, local 

contact pressure and sliding speed respectively.  

The above equation will be computed at every time step and the pressure distributions are the 

pressures calculated at each time steps from contact mechanics simulations. 

 All the parameters in the above equation are calculated in the contact mechanics simulation 

except Archard’s wear coefficient (K). An assumption is made in this work in order to 

consider the effect of the tribofilm in reducing wear by relating the wear coefficient to the 

thickness of the tribofilm. It has been proved that some additives such as ZDDP reduce wear 

significantly but the real mechanism of this wear reduction is still missing and is the subject 
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of many researches. In this work a way to study the effect of ZDDP tribofilm in reducing 

wear is proposed. It is assumed that in the areas where tribofilm is formed, the coefficient of 

wear is less than the areas where tribofilm is not formed. The coefficient of wear is assumed 

to change linearly with tribofilm height.  

Assuming that the coefficient of wear is at its maximum for steel-steel contact and at its 

minimum when the tribofilm has its maximum thickness, the equation for calculating 

coefficient of wear is as follows: 

系剣激痛追 噺 系剣激鎚痛勅勅鎮 伐 岫系剣激鎚痛勅勅鎮 伐 系剣激陳沈津岻┻ 朕朕尿尼猫               (26) 

The relationship can be clearly seen in figure 3. 系剣激痛追 is the coefficient of wear for tribofilm 

with thickness 月.  系剣激鎚痛勅勅鎮 ,  系剣激陳沈津 and 月陳銚掴 are coefficient of wear for steel and coefficient of wear 

corresponding to maximum ZDDP tribofilm thickness and maximum film thickness 

respectively. 

It can be seen from the formulation above that the tribofilm can affect the wear when it is 

formed on the surface. Also the growth of tribofilm both in thickness and coverage can affect 

the wear significantly. The wear considered in this work is the mild wear which occurs due to 

the chemical reactions between steel substrate and the lubricant additives. In the process of 

tribofilm formation and removal, the substrate should react with the lubricant additives to 

form the tribofilm. Therefore the substrate can be worn in presence of the tribofilm which is 

being observed in experimental findings. 

3. Numerical implementation 

Based on experimental observations, it is assumed that the tribofilm is formed only on the 

asperities that are in contact. The contact mechanics simulation gives the local properties of 

rough surfaces and these properties are fed into the tribofilm development model to 

calculated local tribofilm growth. The local calculated film is put on top of the initial surface 

and the amount of wear is calculated using the modified Archard’s equation discussed above. 

The geometries of the rough surfaces are changed due to plastic deformation and wear as well 

as the local tribofilm growth. In the simulation, the amount of wear and plastic deformation is 

subtracted from the substrate geometry itself not from the tribofilm. The tribofilm is only 

following the tribofilm growth model and is not affected by wear. The reason for this 
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assumption is that, tribofilm removal is being considered as a separate factor in this work. In 

addition, the real physics of wear of materials results in the assumption that wear should be 

considered as the material (substrate) loss. This procedure is continued as a loop till the end 

of simulation. The area of study was a 20µm×20µm area at the middle of the wear track. 

4. Model calibration 

The developed model is based on deterministic contact mechanics and includes Archard’s 

wear equation and also a developed model for tribofilm formation. Therefore the model needs 

to be calibrated for both Archard’s wear coefficient and also tribofilm growth formulation. 

The experimental results used are from the thesis of Naveira Suarez [51]. The experiments 

are rolling sliding for ball on ring. The ball is steel 52100 with diameter and 迎銚value of 

20mm and 10nm respectively. The ring is also steel 52100 and the 迎銚 value is 100nm. 

Tribofilm thickness results for different slide to roll ratios have been used to calibrate the 

tribochemical model. The model calibrated for the maximum Hertzian pressure of 1.9 GPa is 

shown in this work as well as some predictive results. 

In order to calibrate the model the experiment configuration should be considered in the 

contact mechanics simulations. Therefore two small surfaces of 20µm×20µm were in contact 

and the rolling-sliding motion was simulated for surfaces in the way that surfaces are moved 

due to their speeds and one surface is moving faster than another surface depending on the 

SRR.   

The calibrated parameters are shown in table (1). 

Table 1 Calibrated parameters from experiments and used in simulation 

5. Results 

The results are for a ball on ring rolling-sliding contact for an entraining speed of 0.25 兼 嫌エ  

and average Hertzian contact pressure of 1.26 MPa. The oil used in the experiments was PAO 

with 2.5% ZDDP. The SRR is 5% and the ball and ring properties are the same as those used 

for calibration. 

5.1. Tribofilm local growth  

 

Figure 4 shows the calibrated tribofilm growth results from the simulation. It shows the 

tribofilm thickness results based on the calibrated parameters listed in table1. It can be seen 
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that the ZDDP tribofilm is forming on the surface and the thickness is increasing with time. 

Also the tribofilm is covering the surface and the coverage is increasing with time and this 

coverage interpretations can be found in simulations results but is not presented in this paper . 

The maximum tribofilm thickness is plotted as well as the results from Naveira Suarez’s 

thesis and an agreement can be seen. The experimental results are tribofilm average thickness 

measurements carried out by Spacer Layer Imaging Method. The in situ average tribofilm 

thickness measured in this method was used to calibrate the model and also used for 

comparison. The local tribofilm thickness was used to calibrate the model. In addition 

average film thickness which is the average tribofilm thicknesses of all local points, is plotted 

for different slide to roll ratios in figure 5. It can be seen that the local tribofilm growth model 

captures well the global tribofilm formation. This is the first time that a local tribochemical 

model can monitor the growth (formation and also removal) of tribofilm on global scale. 

5.2. Wear calculations 

The amount of total wear can be calculated by summation of wear of all local points. Wear 

calculation is plotted against time (figure 6) and it can be seen that wear rate at the beginning 

of the experiment is much more than the rate after running in. The difference between these 

wear rates can be interpreted as the effect of ZDDP tribofilm formation in reducing wear. It 

can also help to distinguish between running in and steady state wear. It is clear from the 

assumptions in the model, that the more the tribofilm grows the more the surface is protected 

from wear. By comparing the tribofilm growth with the wear during the simulation, it can be 

seen that the thicker tribofilm can result in a lower wear rate. 

The wear calculation pattern in this work shows a good agreement with experimental results 

and also numerical predictions reported in the literature [19,52-54]. It allows the 

consideration of tribochemistry in predictive wear modelling and hence the investigation of 

the effect of different lubricant additives in reducing wear or even friction. 

5.3. Surface roughness variations 

Surface roughness changes during the tribological system runs due to different factors such as 

plastic deformation, wear of material and also tribofilm formation. Monitoring the surface 

roughness variation during the experiments is very difficult, yet it is also very important for 

machine element designers to know the surface roughness variations during real system runs. 

Also understanding the true mechanisms involving in surface roughness changes can help 

designers to prevent catastrophic damage to the machine elements and optimize their designs. 
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Study of the roughness has been the subject of many works to better understand the running 

in process and can help to link surface geometry changes to tribological performance of 

systems during running-in. Variation of the 迎銚 value can be monitored using the developed 

model and also different factors affecting the 迎銚 value (such as plastic deformation and wear 

of materials) can be monitored during the simulation. An example of the surface roughness 

variations is shown in the figure 7. The results are for the simulations based on the model 

calibrated above. It can be seen that the roughness change is dramatic at the beginning of the 

contact which is because of the plastic deformations in the beginning. The roughness 

continues to decrease because of the mild wear. This decrease pattern is only for the rougher 

surface and the smooth surface experiences a different pattern. These roughness variations 

are very dependent on roughness of the both surfaces and changing one of the surfaces can 

result in a different pattern of roughness variations for both surfaces. 

Conclusions 

A newly developed model for boundary lubrication in real tribosystems has been developed. 

This model considers tribochemistry and its effects on wear as well as mechanical properties 

of surfaces. Local tribofilm growth considering both formation and removal can be calculated 

in this model and it is possible to monitor the global tribofilm formation on the surfaces. It 

was shown that the global average tribofilm thickness shows a very similar trend to 

macroscale experimental studies of tribofilm growth. It therefore represents a good start in 

implementing tribochemistry into predictive boundary lubrication models. The tribofilm 

removal model can help tribologists to compare tribofilm removal with amount of wear and 

will give a good insight for real mechanisms of wear. 

The effect of this tribofilm on local wear of the system is being considered and this can lead 

to a robust framework for predicting wear in boundary lubricated contacts. The model is 

applicable to a wide range of experimental observations and is able to be adapted to different 

experimental configurations.  

The surface roughness variations with time can be calculated in this model which is of great 

importance for machine element designers. The tribofilm formation model includes a term, 捲痛追沈長墜, for the entropy change of the system. The effects of roughness and load on the term 捲痛追沈長墜  need to be studied in detail, and this is the subject of current ongoing work. Further 

predictive results will be published in the near future.  
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Appendix 1 

The elements of the coefficient matrix can be obtained using the full solution of the 

Boussinesq. The discretised form of the solution can be gained by integrating over the small 

rectangular area of 2a×2b as follow: 

  

系佃佃 噺 な 伐 荒に講罫 班岫捲 髪 欠岻 ln 煩岫検 髪 決岻 髪 紐岫検 髪 決岻態 髪 岫捲 髪 欠岻態岫検 伐 決岻 髪 紐岫検 伐 決岻態 髪 岫捲 髪 欠岻態晩
髪 岫検 髪 決岻 ln 煩岫捲 髪 欠岻 髪 紐岫検 髪 決岻態 髪 岫捲 髪 欠岻態岫捲 伐 欠岻 髪 紐岫検 髪 決岻態 髪 岫捲 伐 欠岻態晩
髪 岫捲 伐 欠岻 ln 煩岫検 伐 決岻 髪 紐岫検 伐 決岻態 髪 岫捲 伐 欠岻態岫検 髪 決岻 髪 紐岫検 髪 決岻態 髪 岫捲 伐 欠岻態晩
髪 岫検 伐 決岻 ln 煩岫捲 伐 欠岻 髪 紐岫検 伐 決岻態 髪 岫捲 伐 欠岻態岫捲 髪 欠岻 髪 紐岫検 伐 決岻態 髪 岫捲 髪 欠岻態晩藩 

  系槻槻 噺 なに講罫 班岫捲 髪 欠岻 ln 煩岫検 髪 決岻 髪 紐岫検 髪 決岻態 髪 岫捲 髪 欠岻態岫検 伐 決岻 髪 紐岫検 伐 決岻態 髪 岫捲 髪 欠岻態晩 髪 岫な
伐 荒岻岫検 髪 決岻 ln 煩岫捲 髪 欠岻 髪 紐岫検 髪 決岻態 髪 岫捲 髪 欠岻態岫捲 伐 欠岻 髪 紐岫検 髪 決岻態 髪 岫捲 伐 欠岻態晩
髪 岫捲 伐 欠岻 ln 煩岫検 伐 決岻 髪 紐岫検 伐 決岻態 髪 岫捲 伐 欠岻態岫検 髪 決岻 髪 紐岫検 髪 決岻態 髪 岫捲 伐 欠岻態晩 髪 岫な
伐 荒岻岫検 伐 決岻 ln 煩岫捲 伐 欠岻 髪 紐岫検 伐 決岻態 髪 岫捲 伐 欠岻態岫捲 髪 欠岻 髪 紐岫検 伐 決岻態 髪 岫捲 髪 欠岻態晩藩 

系掴掴 噺 なに講罫 班岫な 伐 荒岻岫捲 髪 欠岻 ln 煩岫検 髪 決岻 髪 紐岫検 髪 決岻態 髪 岫捲 髪 欠岻態岫検 伐 決岻 髪 紐岫検 伐 決岻態 髪 岫捲 髪 欠岻態晩
髪 岫検 髪 決岻 ln 煩岫捲 髪 欠岻 髪 紐岫検 髪 決岻態 髪 岫捲 髪 欠岻態岫捲 伐 欠岻 髪 紐岫検 髪 決岻態 髪 岫捲 伐 欠岻態晩 髪 岫な
伐 荒岻岫捲 伐 欠岻 ln 煩岫検 伐 決岻 髪 紐岫検 伐 決岻態 髪 岫捲 伐 欠岻態岫検 髪 決岻 髪 紐岫検 髪 決岻態 髪 岫捲 伐 欠岻態晩
髪 岫検 伐 決岻 ln 煩岫捲 伐 欠岻 髪 紐岫検 伐 決岻態 髪 岫捲 伐 欠岻態岫捲 髪 欠岻 髪 紐岫検 伐 決岻態 髪 岫捲 髪 欠岻態晩藩 
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Figure 1 lubrication regimes 
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Figure 2 contact mechanics schematics  

 

 

Figure 3 schematic of the proposed wear model 
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Figure 4 calibrated tribofilm growth results 

Figure 5 Average tribofilm thickness for different SRR 
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Figure 6 Wear calculation vs time 

Figure 7 Ra value variations for two rubbing surfaces 
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Parameter Value Description 

K or (系頚激鎚痛勅勅鎮岻 など貸泰 
Dimensionless wear coefficient for 

steel 

系頚激陳沈津 など貸滞 
Dimensionless wear coefficient for 

maximum film thickness 

月陳銚掴 176 nm 
Maximum local tribofilm thickness in 

the formation process 

捲痛追沈長墜 4.13×など貸怠滞 Tribofilm formation rate constant 

系怠 0.1125 Tribofilm removal constant 

系態 0.0006799 Tribofilm removal exponential factor 

継怠┸ 継態 210 GPa Yﾗ┌ﾐｪげゲ ﾏﾗS┌ﾉ┌ゲ ﾗa デ┘ﾗ ゲ┌ヴa;IWゲ 

荒怠┸ 荒態 0.3 Poisson ratio 

茎鎚痛勅勅鎮  6 GPa Hardness of the steel substrate 

茎痛追 2 GPa 
Hardness of the tribofilm at steady 

state tribofilm thickness 

迎態 0.9888 Goodness of the fitting by R-Square 

迎博態 0.9805 
Goodness of the fitting by adjusted    

R-Square 
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